Construction Zone:
Musicians at Work!
Streaming to you in March

Steppin’ Out Concert ~
Teacher’s Guide
PROGRAM
(approximately 30 minutes, no intermission)

Concert video available for streaming during the month of March 2022
Samuel A. Ward/Katharine Lee Bates
America the Beautiful
Johann Sebastian Bach
“Little” Fugue in G minor
John Williams
Harry’s Wondrous World from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
Camille Saint-Saëns
Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso
Reinhold Glière
Russian Sailors' Dance, from The Red Poppy

Connects with COMMON CORE STANDARDS for 4th and 5th graders
Language Arts • Mathematics • Science
History—Social Science • World Languages
Welcome, educators! Thank you for your passion
for music education and your commitment to the
Stockton Symphony’s offerings for elementary
students. We hope you find this guide helpful
in preparing your students for this experience.
Contact the Stockton Symphony office with
further questions, 209-951-0196, or visit
stocktonsymphony.org/steppin-out.
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LOGISTICS INFORMATION











When you register, you’ll get access to the preparatory audio
clips, and the video of the concert will be available for you to
stream into your own classroom during the entire month of March!
The Steppin’ Out Times and Teacher’s Guide are available on our website free
of charge. Please feel free to download and print. For more information visit
stocktonsymphony.org/steppin-out.
The preparatory audio files will also be available as digital files on our website
so you can get your students familiar with the concert’s music selections and
the details of their construction before showing the concert video.
A password protected link to the full Steppin' Out concert video will be emailed
to you on March 1. The video will be available for viewing through March 31.
Please urge your students to take home the Steppin’ Out Times home (in a printout
or by giving them a link) so they can discuss it with their families and encourage
their friends and relatives to attend future concerts. This is a perfect opportunity to
enhance their education and build community.
Questions? Call the Stockton Symphony office at (209) 951-0196 or use the
contact page at stocktonsymphony.org.

ATTENDING THE CONCERT VIRTUALLY






Plan to have your students treat this classroom experience as an actual live concert. Ask
them to pretend they are sitting in the plush seats of one of these concert halls. (Feel free to
enlarge and show these photos or photos of a concert hall of your choice.)
Encourage the students to listen attentively and applaud at the appropriates times. Refer to
“Being a Good Listener” on page 4 of their Steppin’ Out Times, which also appears below.
Urge them to participate when Maestro Jaffe asks them to speak certain words or hold up
one or more fingers.
Unauthorized copying of the video and audio files is not permitted and sharing of your
registration password is not allowed.

Atherton Auditorium at San Joaquin Delta College,
Stockton, CA (view from stage)

Hutchins Street Square, Lodi, CA
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BEING A GOOD LISTENER
You don't have to guess! Here are just a few simple guidelines:

When do I applaud?
1. When the concertmaster walks on stage
The concertmaster, who is the leader of the first violins, will come out to tune the orchestra.
Welcome this musician to the stage by applauding. The whole orchestra will tune to the note
“A,” starting with the oboe.
2. When Maestro Jaffe walks on stage
Maestro Jaffe is the conductor who will be leading the orchestra. Welcome him with applause
as he takes his place on the podium and bows.
3. When the music is over and Maestro Jaffe puts down his arms
Sometimes when the orchestra stops, the piece isn’t really over. You will know for sure when
the conductor puts down his arms.

When am I quiet?
1. While the orchestra tunes.
It is important to be quiet so that the players can hear one another.
2. When Maestro Jaffe turns around to face the orchestra.
This means they are about to start the first piece.
3. After the applause is over.
The audience should become quiet again right away so the orchestra can begin the next
piece.
That’s all you need to know! And just remember to have fun!

Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles, CA
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THE MUSIC AND THE PEOPLE
Peter Jaffe, Music Director and Conductor
Peter Jaffe has served as the Stockton
Symphony’s dynamic music director since 1995,
combining a passion for outreach and education
with top-notch musicianship, and fostering
sustained artistic growth throughout his tenure.
Organizations ranging from the Association of
California Symphony Orchestras to the Brubeck
Institute and Goodwill Industries have honored
Mr. Jaffe with prestigious awards for his
innovations in educational programming and for
his distinguished cultural contributions
Keith Sutter photo
throughout the county. His engaging and
informative preview discussions include his own renditions of symphonic examples at the piano,
and he frequently advocates for the Symphony and orchestral music in radio broadcasts,
television appearances, and web videos.
With a zeal for introducing new vital repertoire along with established masterworks, Mr. Jaffe has
spearheaded the commissions of many world premieres. Avner Dorman’s Uzu and Muzu from
Kakaruzu earned the Stockton Symphony national recognition for community engagement
activities dealing with crucial social issues. An especially fruitful series of premieres by the
Brubeck family has developed over decades—Chris Brubeck’s recent Time Out Suite and his
earlier Mark Twain’s World were both broadcast nationally on NPR’s Performance Today, and
Ansel Adams: America, co-composed by Dave and Chris Brubeck, has since been performed
nationally and abroad.
Mr. Jaffe also conducts the Folsom Lake Symphony and has appeared as guest conductor with
the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra, New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, Long Beach Symphony
Orchestra, Symphony Silicon Valley, and many other orchestras and music festivals across the
country. He spent three seasons conducting at the Oberlin Conservatory and two as a visiting
professor at Stanford University, highlighted by an Eastern European tour with the Stanford
Symphony. He teaches every summer at the Conductor’s Institute of South Carolina, he
conducted and taught at the Aspen Music Festival for fourteen years, and he served as music
director for the Auburn Symphony for nine years and for Stockton Opera for eighteen years.
Many of Mr. Jaffe’s own arrangements have been commissioned by and performed with
orchestras in Aspen, Chicago, Long Beach, and Stockton, including his Symphonic Birthday, his
recent Symph-Hanukkah, and his transcription of Haydn’s Arianna a Naxos for Jan DeGaetani,
which was also performed by the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. A CD of his lullaby
arrangements was released on the Chandos label, featuring mezzo-soprano Nadia Pelle with Yuli
Turovsky directing I Musici de Montréal.
Mr. Jaffe appeared on NBC’s First Camera in a show devoted to Tanglewood, where he was
coached by Seiji Ozawa, Gunther Schuller, Gustav Meier, and Leonard Bernstein—a brief
segment was later included in the American Masters special honoring Bernstein. Mr. Jaffe also
studied conducting with Andor Toth, Paul Vermel, Charles Bruck, and Herbert Blomstedt. His
instrumental background includes extensive performing on the violin, viola, and keyboard, and he
often conducts from the harpsichord when performing Baroque or early Classic repertoire.
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GUEST ARTIST
Ava Pakiam, violin
Eleven-year-old violinist Ava Pakiam studies at the Pre-College
division of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music (SFCM) with
Simon James, having entered in 2018 at age seven. During that
first year at SFCM, Ava was selected as the youngest ever firstprize winner of the Pacific Musical Society Competition and had
the honor of performing at the Green Room in San Francisco.
She was also a featured soloist on the St. Francis Concert
Series, giving her first public full recital that same year in San
Francisco.
Ava made her solo debut with orchestra at eight years old
performing Mozart’s Second Violin Concerto with the Fremont
Symphony in California. Later that summer she performed
Vivaldi’s Winter Concerto with the Sempre Musik Orchestra in
Boston and New York Sinfonietta at Carnegie Hall.
For two years in a row, 2018 and 2019, Ava was privileged to perform at the SFCM Pre-College
Kick-Off Concert. Also in 2019, she performed Dvořák’s Masurek in a return appearance as soloist
with youth orchestra at the Nom Music Festival in Palo Alto, California and with the Ashburn Youth
Symphony in Virginia for a special production entitled, “The Toy Symphony, Christmas in 1761.”
There she also performed Fiorillo’s Caprice No. 28 as her encore and was met with a standing
ovation.
During the pandemic, Ava has had the privilege of performing in master classes for violinists,
Nathan Cole, Noah Geller, and Ariel Horowitz. Ava attended the 2020 Sounding Point Academy in
the studio of Simon James and was selected to play in their final recital performing Paganini
Caprice No. 5 at age ten. In 2021 Ava had the distinct honor of performing in a master class for
Hilary Hahn during her virtual residency at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.
Recently, Ava was the only student from SFCM to perform at a special donors’ event in the new
Bowes Center Recital Hall. In November she performed as one of the young artists selected for a
series of master classes and performances with violinist James Ehnes, hosted by the Seattle
Chamber Music Society. As a result of winning the national Seattle Young Artists Auditions, she
looks forward to performing with the Seattle Symphony in June.
In addition to music, Ava loves art, baking, and creative writing.
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MESSAGE FROM THE MAESTRO
Are you fascinated by construction sites?
We love to watch things being built, and we
like to construct things ourselves—perhaps
out of blocks or Legos. In an orchestra,
some of the building blocks are the
instruments and people who play them—check out our map of the orchestra in the Steppin’ Out
Times, page 1.
The music itself has structure. When we look at a building, we see the architecture—how
materials are arranged in space. In music, the “architecture” of a piece is called the form—how big
groups of sounds are organized in time. The Russian Sailors’ Dance has a form of twelve
variations on the main theme. Many pieces have the idea of music returning at the end, like
Harry’s Wondrous World.
Our concert this year comes to you virtually to keep everyone safe. In preparation for watching the
concert video, enjoy listening to the recordings that your teacher has and get used to the different
instruments and how the sections of music fit together to make up the whole piece. And try singing
“America the Beautiful” along with your class or with the recording!
We hope you get to know and love the music we’re performing for you. Send us a letter or an
email (see page 8) to let us know about your favorite parts of the performance—and we hope to
see you at a live concert as soon as it's possible!
—Peter Jaffe, Music Director and Conductor

AUDIO FILE TRACK LIST
The list shows the timing for each piece AND timings for the beginning of each significant section
to help show the students the interior construction.
Steppin’ Out 2022: Construction Zone: Musicians at Work!
Files for these recordings supplied courtesy of Naxos of America
Track 1: America the Beautiful 1:00
Note: Students can sing along with the audio file to prepare for singing with the concert video.
Track 2: Bach/arr. Cailliet: “Little” Fugue in G minor 3.33
Note: The students don’t have to know this, but if it helps the teachers/helpers, all the entries are
in minor except where noted.
00:00 First entry of subject
00:15 Second entry of subject
00:33 Third entry of subject
00:48 Fourth entry of subject
Later entries:
(01:10 incomplete entry)
01:12
01:33 (major)
01:56 (major)
02:24
03:03 (big)
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Track List, continued
Track 3: Williams: Harry’s Wondrous World from Harry Potter 4:40
Note: This is also a slightly more complex A-B-A form because the A section alternates two basic
ideas in its main theme, and the B section contains several different themes. The bolded track
numbers show the most basic form.
00:00 Introduction
00:12 A—main theme (rich strings alternating with fanfares)
01:59 B—main theme (“chirping,” “jingling” accompanying swirling strings)
02:59 B—jaunty theme growing powerful with “victorious”-sounding brass
03:35 B—majestic brass, swirling winds and strings
03:58 A—main theme (rich strings, final fanfare)
Track 4: Saint-Saëns: Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso, op. 28 9:04
Note: Before the rondo proper starts, the rhapsodic introduction unfolds in three small sections.
Although all rondo forms alternate a refrain with contrasting episodes, the number of episodes will
determine the form’s configuration. Common types are A-B-A-C-A or A-B-A-C-A-D-A or A-B-A-CA-B-A. Here the rondo contains a bit of a second C before its second B.
00:00 Introduction (a)
00:50 Introduction (b)
1:09 Introduction (c)
1:40: A—refrain
2:26: B—episode 1
3:14: A—refrain
3:44: C—episode 2 (orchestra introduces followed by violin; several sections)
5:35: A—refrain
6:03: C/B—episode 3 (C: short, varied from episode 2. B: from episode 1, begins at 7:03)
7:43: A—refrain (begins in oboe while violin continues its fast arpeggios)
8:23: coda
Track 5: Glière: Russian Sailors’ Dance Variations 3:32
Note: In this theme and variations some of the variations are very short!
00:00 Introduction
00:24 Theme
00:44 Variation 1
01:03 Variation 2
01:20 Variation 3
01:36 Variation 4
01:49 Variation 5
02:07 Variation 6
02:26 Variation 7
02:37 Variation 8
02:46 Variation 9
02:55 Variation 10
03:04 Variation 11
03:13 Variation 12
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PROGRAM NOTES: THE COMPOSERS AND THEIR MUSIC

Words in bold below also appear in bold in the Steppin’ Out Times and are defined there in
“In the Know” on page 2.

America the Beautiful Sing along with the Stockton Symphony!
Katharine Lee Bates
(1859–1929)
Samuel A. Ward
(1847–1903)
American professor of English
Katharine Lee Bates first jotted
down the words of this poem in
1893 after an excursion to
Pike’s Peak in Colorado. She
said “All the wonder of America
seemed displayed” by the view
there. After the poem’s first
publication in 1895, she revised
Katharine Lee Bates

it for other publications in 1904 and 1912.

Organist and choirmaster Samuel A. Ward had written the melody for
another song in 1882, but it was later adapted to fit her poem. The two were
first published together in 1910.
Here are the words of the first verse, which you’ll get to sing with the
Stockton Symphony during the Steppin’ Out concert. Please help your
students memorize these lyrics:
Samuel A. Ward

O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
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“Little” Fugue in G minor
Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685–1750)
arranged by Lucien Cailliet
(1891–1985)
German composer Johann Sebastian Bach wrote music for churches
and royalty, he organized choirs and community concerts, and he
became a legend in his own time for his keyboard playing. He
composed some of the world’s finest organ music.
One of his organ pieces, the Fugue in G minor, dates from early in his
career—sometime before 1707. It got the nickname “Little” because
he later wrote a longer Fugue also in G minor.
Several hundred years later, French composer
Lucien Cailliet arranged the “Little” Fugue so
that an entire orchestra could play it.
Johann Sebastian Bach

Bach was one of the best composers of
fugues that ever lived. To construct a fugue, a composer invents a tune
called a subject, which a musician or section of the orchestra plays all alone. After a short time, the
next musician or section begins the exact same subject while the first goes on to play something
new. Soon the subject comes in again while the others continue, until several layers are built up.
The beginning sounds very much like a round, such as “Row, Row, Row Your Boat,” with each
person starting the tune just a little while after the one before. A fugue gets more complicated as it
goes along, but you can always hear the entries of the subject, one after the other.
Pronunciation Guide
fugue: fewg
Johann Sebastian Bach: YOH-hahn suh-BASS-tyun bakh
Lucien Cailliet: loo-see-YA(N) cah-YAY

Harry’s Wondrous World from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
John Williams
(b. 1932)
American composer John Williams wrote some of the best-known movie
music of all time. His music for the Harry Potter and Star Wars movies,
Superman, and the Indiana Jones series is recognized in households
throughout the world. He also composed the famous Olympics theme
and had great success as the conductor of the celebrated Boston Pops.
He began composing for films in the 1960s, but his career took off in the

John Williams
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1970s when he began working with director Steven Spielberg. Williams also composes classical
music for the concert hall.
With Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone in 2001, Williams developed many of the
musical ideas that continue throughout the series. He constructed Harry’s Wondrous
World in a kind of A-B-A form, in which the outer sections include a soaring theme
for strings with a kind of fanfare music that may represent some of Harry’s grander
moments at Hogwarts School. Music of a more delicate character swirls and plays in
the middle section, and majestic passages for the brass instruments lead back to the sweep and
fanfare of the opening.

Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso
Camille Saint-Saëns
(1835–1921)
French composer Camille Saint-Saëns began piano lessons at the
age of two-and-a-half! He was so talented that he was called a child
prodigy. He wrote his first compositions when he was six and also
became a great organist. He became so popular in his lifetime that in
the 1890s his picture appeared in a series of cards depicting famous
people, given free with packets of chocolate.
Saint-Saëns met Pablo de Sarasate when the Spanish violin
virtuoso was fifteen and already famous. Saint-Saëns composed his
First Violin Concerto for him and several years later, in 1863, the
Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso. Sarasate eventually gave the
first performance in 1867 followed by
performances throughout Europe and the
U.S.

Camille Saint-Saëns

The Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso is a brilliant showpiece. In
Sarasate’s honor, Saint-Saëns gave the one-movement work a definitive
Spanish flavor. The violin’s beautiful melodies in the introduction are accompanied by pizzicato
strings, suggesting a guitar. honor, Saint-Saëns gave the one-movement work a definitive Spanish
flavor. The violin’s beautiful melodies in the introduction are accompanied by pizzicato strings,
suggesting a guitar.
A rondo alternates a refrain with contrasting episodes in a pattern like A-B-A-C-A or A-B-A-C-A-B-.
In the case of this rondo the pattern is A-B-A-C-A-C/B-A. Here the refrain and the C episode
especially feature Spanish-sounding rhythms. The piece ends with a whirlwind coda that dazzles
with its display of rapid scales and arpeggios.
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Pronunciation Guide
capriccioso: cah-pree-chee-OH-zoh
Camille Saint-Saëns: cah-MEEL sa(n)-SO(N)S (A hard name to pronounce. The “n”s make a nasal
sound but are not actually pronounced. The final “s” is actually pronounced!
prodigy: PRAH-dih-jee
concerto: con-CHAIR-toh

Russian Sailors’ Dance from The Red Poppy
Reinhold Glière
(1875–1956)
Russian composer Reinhold Glière studied violin and composition at the
Moscow Conservatory, and he later became a professor there. He
traveled often, collecting samples of folk music and conducting concerts
of his own works. Even though Glière lived well into the twentieth
century, he was not interested in the experiments of modern composers.
He preferred to write in his old-fashioned style. Much of his music is not
famous outside of Russia, but several of his ballets, especially The Red
Poppy, became popular around the world.
Reinhold Gliere

The Red Poppy was first performed at the Bolshoy Theater in 1927. The story takes place in a
Chinese port, where the dancer Tao-Hoa falls in love with a sea captain and gives him a red poppy.
She is later killed while saving the captain during a revolt, but as she dies,
she gives a red poppy to a little girl as a symbol of freedom.
The energetic Russian Sailors’ Dance comes from a scene with the captain
and his sailors in the restaurant where Tao-Hoa is a dancer. Glière draws on
a Russian folk tune, “Yablochka” (Little Angel), for his lively theme and
variations. After a brief introduction, the orchestra’s lowest instruments
gruffly play this theme. We hear the tune twelve more times, but Glière makes each presentation
sound different by varying the speed, the volume, or which instruments play.
Pronunciation Guide
Reinhold Glière: RINE-hold glee-AIR
Tao-Hoa: tou (as in “loud”) -hoh-ah
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A Note about the theme
This year’s theme, “Construction Zone: Musicians at Work!” aims to introduce students to some of
the most common forms found in orchestral music. Music is sound organized in time and space,
and musical form is the architecture of a piece. Familiarity with different forms is important for
understanding classical music. Once an audience member understands the roadmap, it is much
easier to appreciate the journey each piece takes. Please take the time to introduce your students
to these forms. Students will certainly get more out of the concert if they are already familiar with
these different forms.

What to Know about each piece
Johann Sebastian Bach: “Little” Fugue in G minor
To teach students about fugues, it is easiest to compare them to rounds, such as “Row, Row, Row
Your Boat.” Split the class into three groups and have them practice singing “Row, Row, Row
Your Boat” in a round. In a fugue it is most important to be able to hear the multiple entrances of
the same theme or subject. Pause the audio file at each of the interior timings (see below or the
listing on page 7) to hear the different entrances. Ask the students how the subject sounds similar
or different at each entrance.
Fugue

Note: All entries are in minor unless otherwise noted.

Subject
0:00

Subject
0:15

Subject
0:33

Subject
0:48
Later entries:
(01:10 incomplete entry), 1:12, 1:33 (major), 1:56 (major), 2:24, 3:03 (big)

John Williams: Harry’s Wondrous World from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
A-B-A form is the most common form, which can be described as a journey: home–going away
from home–returning home, or a sandwich: bread–peanut butter–bread, or as anything that is the
same at both ands and different in the middle. Point out that many popular songs and instrumental
pieces are in A-B-A form. Can they think of one? (“Twinkle, Twinkle,” “Hot Cross Buns”)
A-B-A Form

Note: Harry’s Wondrous World is a slightly more complex A-B-A
form because the A section alternates two basic ideas in its main
theme, and the B section contains several different themes.

A

B

A

0:12

1:59

3:58

Main theme
(rich strings
alternating with
fanfares)

1st section. “chirping” with swirling strings 1:59
2nd section. jaunty, growing more powerful
when brass instruments enter
2:59
3rd section. majestic brass, swirling winds
and strings
3:35

Main theme,
(rich strings,
final fanfare)
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Camille Saint-Saëns: Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso
In rondo form, the A theme is also known as the refrain, and the B and C themes are known as
the episodes. In this piece, there is a rhapsodic introduction in which the violin plays beautiful
melodies followed by a grand preparation for the rondo itself. Saint-Saëns also adds a coda
(ending section) after the rondo.
Rondos can be in the form A-B-A-C-A or A-B-A-C-A-D-A as long as they feature a recurring
refrain interspersed with contrasting episodes. This rondo contains music of both B and C for its
3rd episode.
Rondo
Introduction
a

b

Refrain

Episode 1

Refrain

A

B

A

1:40

2:26

3:14

c

0:00 0:50 1:09

Episode 2

Refrain

Episode 3

C

A

CB

3:44

5:35

6:03/7:03

orchestra
introduces
followed by
violin; several
sections

Refrain

Coda

A

C: short,
varied from
episode 1
B: from
episode 2

7:43
8:23
begins in
oboe,
violin
continues
fast
arpeggios

Reinhold Glière: Russian Sailors’ Dance from The Red Poppy
The first phrase in the piece is the “theme.” After that, there are twelve variations. Pause the audio
file and start at the time marker for each variation (see below or the listing on page 8) for your
students to get to know each different way the composer treats the theme.
Make up a theme and variations as a class. Start with a simple theme like “Twinkle, Twinkle.”
Students may vary rhythm, volume, speed, vocal style, etc.
Theme and Variations
Introduction

Theme

1

2

Note: Some of the variations are very short!

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1:20

1:36

1:49

2:07

2:26

2:37

2:46

2:55

3:04

3:13

Variations
0:00

0:24

0:44

1:03

P.S. The above explanations serve as the “answer key” to the “Matching” section for the student in
the Steppin’ Out Times, p. 5.
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY ACTIVITIES
Have fun relating these activities to the Common Core Standards for fourth and fifth
graders.

Language Arts
1. Have your students take turns reading aloud from the articles in the Steppin’ Out Times.
Reading aloud is one of the best ways to stimulate conversation.
Discussion questions and topics:
What does a conductor do? (A conductor leads the group of musicians
who perform the music.)
What does a composer do? (A composer writes the music.)
What are the different categories of instruments in an orchestra?
(woodwinds, brass, percussion, strings)
Peter Jaffe
Name an instrument and put it into its category. Have the students use
the Orchestra Seating Map in the Steppin’ Out Times to help. Look for those instruments on stage
at the concert.
Do you play an instrument? Do you know anyone who plays an instrument?
2. Have your students write a story in A-B-A form.
The story should have a beginning, a contrasting middle, and a return to something like the
beginning. Let them use their imagination and write a story in any of the other forms—see what
they come up with! Have them read the story out loud to the class and explain how the form
works.
As their Steppin’ Out Times suggests, encourage them to draw a picture, make up a song, or
create a sculpture or a model in any of the forms they’ve learned. Let them “show and tell.”
3. Listen to the Harry Potter track on the CD. Next, read a passage from Harry Potter that
describes Hogwarts or another magical element in the book.
Discuss ways that words and music both convey emotions. Discuss the similarity between a
theme in a story and a theme in a piece of music. Ask students about the themes in different
books they’ve read in school. Can they think of a theme in a movie? Can they think of a theme in
a book or movie that recurs?
4. After the virtual concert, have your students write a letter to the conductor or other
musicians of the Stockton Symphony. Our postal address and email address are in the
Steppin’ Out Times, page 6, where we like to quote from letters we receive. We love reading them
all, and we even post some on our website.
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Mathematics
Fractions in Music: Time Signatures
Musical rhythm is based on the same idea as mathematical fractions. Many composers
organize their music according to meter, which tells you how many beats per measure and
what kind of note is being counted. The most common meter is 4/4 time. The top number, in
what is called the time signature, tells how the pie is sliced up (four slices/beats). The bottom
number tells what kind of note, based on a system of whole notes, half notes, quarter notes,
eighth notes, and so on (here, a quarter note ). Below, the first pie shows 4/4 meter. 3/4 is
another meter that is commonly found in dances (second pie below). Again, each piece of the
pie is a quarter note (bottom number), but there are only three slices/beats (top number).
Draw what the pie would look like for 2/4 meter, 5/4 meter, and 6/8 meter. Remember to draw
a quarter note in each pie piece when the bottom number is 4 and an eighth note when the
bottom number is 8. Help your students to fill the blank pies. (Correctly filled in pies appear
beside the blank pies.)

4/4 meter:

5/4 meter:

3/4 meter:

6/8 meter:

2/4 meter:

7/4 meter:

Science
Air Columns and Pitch
Take three identical glass bottles and put different amounts of water into each one. Have the
students go through the steps of the scientific method to discover which one will have the
highest pitch and which one will have the lowest pitch as they blow across the top of each
bottle. Relate the amount of air in each bottle to the length of wind chambers in woodwind or
brass instruments. (Amount of air vibrating)
The smaller the instrument, the shorter the air column and hence a higher range. Also, the
musicians control the length of the air column on their instrument by operating valves or keys
that open or close tubing. So, let’s say a flute player holds down all the keys to close the
tubing. Is the air column longer or shorter than it was with no keys pressed? (Answer: Longer)
Is the pitch higher or lower with all the keys pressed than it is with no keys pressed?
(Answer: Lower)
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History—Social Sciences
1. Make a Timeline
Make a timeline with dates of each piece that will be heard at Steppin’ Out. Ask students to fill
in the timeline with dates of important events they are studying.
Ward/Howe: America the Beautiful
1882 tune 1893 words 1910 printed together

1707: Bach
“Little” Fugue in
G minor

1863: Saint-Saëns:
Introduction and
Rondo Capriccioso

1927: Glière:
Russian Sailor’s
Dance

2001: Williams:
Harry’s Wondrous
World

Here are possible events they might add to the timeline. This can be an individual or group
activity! (Start with a long line!)
1775–83: American Revolutionary War
1787: Signing of the Constitution
1803: Louisiana Purchase
1846: Mexican-American War
1849–55: California Gold Rush
1850: California becomes a state
1861–65: Civil War
1929: Start of the Great Depression
1939–45: World War II
2001: September 11 terrorist attacks
2. Geography
Have students find the home country of each composer on a world map. Which two countries
did most of the composers come from? (Lyricist Katharine Lee Bates is included below with
our composers.)
Ward—United States; Bates—United States; Bach—Germany; Williams—United States;
Saint-Saëns—France; Glière—Russia

World Languages
Most musical terms are in Italian. Have the Spanish-speaking students translate the English
words to Spanish.
Italian

Musical Meaning

tempo
forte
crescendo
cantabile
dolce
misterioso
poco

speed of the piece
loud
becoming louder
in a singing style
sweet
mysteriously
a little (used with
other words)

Literal English
Translation
time
strong
growing
singable
sweetly
mysterious
little

English Word
in Spanish
tiempo
fuerte*
crecimiento*
cantar (to sing)*
dulce*
misterioso
poco*

dulce

dolce?

*Note that these
words are very similar
in Italian and Spanish
but completely
different in English.
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Websites for Kids: Orchestras, Instruments, and Making Music
Cincinnati Public Radio: www.classicsforkids.com (award-winning site, works on mobile
devices or desktops; interactive games for kids, lesson plans for teachers; supported by
Charles H. Dater Foundation, Marge & Charles J. Schott Foundation, and Naxos)
Dallas Symphony for Kids: https://www.mydso.com/dso-kids (many good interactive activities for
desktops, both for kids and teachers)
New York Philharmonic Kid Zone: http://www.nyphilkids.org/learn (They’re redoing their former
site, nyphilkids.org, but there are still many of the same great things at the alternate URL.)

Steppin’ Out Times Word Search Solution

Bonus word: HORN

Please encourage your students to take home a
copy their Steppin’ Out Times (either in a printed
copy or by digital link) so they can discuss what
they’re learning with their families and friends.
We would love to see them at any future concert,
where they can build on their knowledge and
appreciation of music.
For information about the music and guest artists
for the Stockton Symphony’s upcoming concerts,
please visit our website stocktonsymphony.org or
call the Symphony office at (209) 951-0196.
If you’ve read this far, be sure to ask about
special group discounts.

Special thanks to our
sponsors:
Judith and Patrick Hobin
Estate of Pamela Kitto
Carol Bielejeski
in Memory of Thomas Bielejeski
Partners Real Estate
Edward and Nancy Schneider
San Joaquin Delta College

